Maybe

YOU CAN

have it all
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An NC State engineer
has linked marketing and
engineering in ways that could
transform manufacturing
and design. The result: better
products for all of us.

he people who designed your car didn’t work for GM, Ford
or Toyota.
Sure, a giant automobile company employing thousands
of people that came up with the drawings built the engine, installed
the stereo and applied the paint. But before all that happened, those
companies contacted real people. Through surveys of thousands of
potential consumers, companies gather preferences for seat fabrics
(cloth or leather?), wheels (steel, alloy or chrome?) and a host of other
customizable features. The results inform the design.
But putting all that data to use is time-consuming and expensive.
Dr. Scott Ferguson has improved that process by creating better
starting points for all that data-crunching. His approach is already
influencing product design at one of the world’s largest automakers.
“We’re taking advances in marketing and advances in engineering
optimization and mashing them together,” said Ferguson, an assistant
professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering.
Ferguson’s work, which is supported by General Motors and the
National Science Foundation, seeks to integrate the work of marketers
and engineers. With the help of several graduate students in NC State’s
System Design Optimization Laboratory, he is translating marketing
data into engineering knowledge that can guide the design and
manufacturing processes for many of the products we use every day.
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YEAR ONE

NSF ASSIST CENTER

YEAR FIVE

N S F F R E E D M SYST E M S C E N T E R

With the addition of ASSIST, the College became the only engineering school

FREEDM’s “smart transformers” were among MIT Technology Review’s

in the nation leading two prestigious NSF Engineering Research Centers.

2011 list of the world’s 10 most important emerging technologies.

Nanosensors, Integrated Sensor Node Design and
Prototyping, and Systems Testbeds. ASSIST Center work
is conducted by researchers at NC State and partner
institutions across the US and the world. Partners
include Florida International University, Pennsylvania
State University and the University of Virginia. Critical
research is also being carried out at UNC-Chapel Hill
and at University of Michigan. ASSIST has global
partnerships established with the University of Adelaide
(Australia) and Korean Advanced Institute of Science
and Tokyo Institute of Technology.
New advances in energy harvesting and storage
include developments in thermoelectrics, using heat
Dr. Veena Misra (left), the ASSIST Center's director, and
from the body to develop power. Researchers have
Dr. John Muth, the deputy director, discuss the center's research.
developed novel methods for producing flexible and
wearable thermoelectrics along with nano-enabled
heat sinks to maximize the power available from the human
he National Science Foundation established the
body. The team has also been able to demonstrate a substantial
Nanosystems Engineering Research Center for
increase in the amount of power harvested from piezoelectric
Advanced Self-Powered Systems of Integrated Sensors
systems. These developments are important for powering the
and Technologies (ASSIST) in Fall 2012 with NC State’s College of
sensors and wireless transfer of information from the devices. In
Engineering as the lead institution. That award made the College
the area of computation and communication, the ASSIST team
the only engineering college in the nation to lead two prestigious
has demonstrated ultra-low-power devices, chips and radios with
NSF Engineering Research Centers. This summer, ASSIST Center
high functionality.
held its first post-award site visit, providing an overview of the
research conducted during the center’s first year.
Center researchers are working to develop low-power wearable
ASSIST’s primary goal is to develop and employ nano-enabled
sensor technologies that have bioelectric and biochemical skin
interfaces with multifunctional capabilities and very low impact
energy harvesting, energy storage, nanodevices and sensors to
on the skin. Advancements have been made in three-dimensional
create innovative battery-free, body-powered and wearable health
structures made out of liquid metal and liquid metal wires. These
monitoring systems. Essentially, center researchers have come
developments will help ASSIST create the wiring for flexible,
together to use nanotechnology to improve global health by
wearable devices.
monitoring an individual’s environmental and health information,
allowing doctors to correlate patients’ health with environmental
The ASSIST Center is headquartered in the Monteith Research
stimuli. If successful, the technologies developed by ASSIST
Center on NC State’s Centennial Campus. In addition to the
would revolutionize health monitoring and delivery, improving
initial five-year, $18.5-million grant from NSF, funding comes
personal health on a global scale.
from ASSIST Center member companies that participate
in research and provide a platform for moving research
Center research is divided into five thrust areas: Energy
developments from the laboratory to commercial applications. ■
Harvesting and Storage, Low-Power Nanoelectronics, Wearable
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or more than a century, electric utilities have
generated and distributed power to customers over
long distances through an aging power grid —
but only in one direction. In 2008, a new National Science
Foundation (NSF) Engineering Research Center on NC
State’s Centennial Campus began work to upgrade the “grid”
and enable bi-directional power flow.
The Future Renewable Electric Energy Delivery and
Management Systems Center (FREEDM) is led by NC
State and headquartered in the Keystone Science Center.
Faculty, students and other collaborators from seven partner
education institutions around the world are represented.
Formed with an initial five-year, $18.5-million grant from
NSF, the center aims to develop technology to revolutionize The FREEDM Center draws upon vast expertise at NC State, including, from left: Seth
the nation’s power grid and speed renewable electric-energy Crossno, industry liaison; Rogelio Sullivan, managing director; Dr. Alex Huang, center
director; and Dr. Ewan Pritchard, associate director.
technologies into every home and business.
important emerging technologies. The communication and power
In June, FREEDM conducted its fifth annual site visit
management capabilities of the SST enable functions not available in
for NSF. Visitors observed demonstrations of center-developed
traditional distribution transformers.
technology, ranging from direct current (DC) power distribution —
on display in a mock home located in the laboratory — to a windSince 2008, FREEDM has led dozens of projects to improve
turbine emulator that replicates the generation of wind energy onto
energy storage systems, integrate renewable generation more
the 1-MegaWatt micro-grid that powers FREEDM’s headquarters.
effectively and explore DC power distribution. Researchers also
created an ultra-fast fault detection, isolation and restoration
Visitors also received updates on the center’s broad, hands-on
system.
education activities that have consistently been ranked highly
during site visits. The education programs have grown in scope, and
The work couldn’t be accomplished without industry support.
in 2011, a $3.4 million grant from the US Department of Energy
The center’s 51 industry members, ranging from Duke Energy to
launched NC State’s Professional Science Master’s Degree Program
Ford Motor Company, offer internships to students, donate scientific
in Electric Power Systems Engineering. The program is the first
equipment, provide a pathway for technology commercialization
of its kind in the nation. Educating a diverse group of students is
and help to guide the research.
among the center’s top priorities.
FREEDM researchers are already planning for sustainability
“NSF was impressed with NC State’s progress,” said Rogelio
beyond NSF’s 10-year funding. They are also looking for additional
research and development opportunities that will complement the
Sullivan, FREEDM’s managing director.
center’s core program.
FREEDM researchers shared accomplishments and in-progress
technology commercialization activities, including the Generation
“Creating engineering innovations in energy and electric
II solid-state transformer (SST) —“smart transformer” — a
power will remain key to ensuring economic growth, a healthy
fourth of the size of the Generation I version that was named
environment and a robust and adaptable electric infrastructure,”
to MIT Technology Review’s 2011 list of the world’s 10 most
Sullivan said. “NC State is a recognized leader in these fields.” ■
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